
The Safari Tent



About The safaris
About Our Safari Tents

The Safari Tent is GlamXperience Indonesia’s 
most popular product, with three optional sizes, 
available in layouts for either luxurious couple 
getaways or family vacations. In our Safari Tents 
your guests can have the truly authentic 
experience of being immersed in nature, with all 
the modern day comforts and luxuries they 
deserve.

Safari tents come in three sizes:
● Safari Tent 25 : 5m x 5m
● Safari Tent 35 : 5m x 7m
● Safari Tent 45 : 5m x 9m

How our clients are using the Safari Tents
● High-end glamping villas
● Eco-resort luxury accommodation
● Eco-resort family accommodation
● Restaurant & receptions areas
● Yoga & workshop spaces

Sample shown is the Safari Tent 25



DURABLE & STRONG 
ALL WEATHER

High quality materials and professional 
engineering of GlamXperience Indonesia 
tents is assured. Our tents hold up in all 
types of weather condition and they last 
for many years.

Our tent structures are made with strong 
100mm diameter wooden poles, joined 
using thick hot-dipped galvanised steel 
connectors.

POINT LOADING HANGING SYSTEM

Our inner tent hanging system is unique. It 
is point loading, so weight is distributed 
across multiple points across the entire 
structure’s surface.

PLANNING & PERMITS
Our tents are prefabricated in our factory in 
modular units that are easy to deliver and 
quick to assemble on location. As tents are 
temporary structures they are quick to 
instal, and often are also provide easier 
access to building permits. This means a 
quicker return on your investment. With our 
tents you can anticipate revenue within 3 
months instead 1 ½ + years, with 
conventional buildings.

When planning your site, please do contact 
your local authority. Each area will have 
regulations that will need to be adhered to.

The permit office will most likely need 
information including: the site’s land 
certificate; master plan of the proposed 
development; floor and elevation plans as 
well as any mechanical, electrical plumbing 
plans, all annotated with accurate 
measurements.

If you need samples of floor plans or other 
information please do let us know - we are 
here to help you.QUALITY MATERIALS

We cooperate with world leading 
manufacturers of canvas and PVC to 
ensure our tents last for many years. Our 
420mg canvas inner tent is made with 
Royal Ten Cate Campshield. This unique, 
durable material has the same 
breathability as cotton.

Scorch, glow and spark resistant fibres in 
this fabric provide extra security and 
protection. It is flame retardant, ensuring 
slow spread of any fire.



Layout Options

DECKS & VERANDAS

We will provide you with floor plans 

and drawings for your builders to 

follow to ensure your tent fits the 

structure on which it sits.

CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES

We can help you design beautiful 

verandas that seamlessly blend into your 

natural surroundings. 

Our designers can also support your 

project with professional design for 

outdoor bathrooms, integrated lounge 

areas, wood-fired stove areas, and 

anything else you need for delivering a 

unique glamping experience to your 

customers.

Design fees are charged per hour and 

total cost will depend on the scope of 

your requirements. We can provide 

you with a quote once we have 

discussed your project’s brief.

Solar Energy Kit

GlamXperience 
Indonesia has several 

interior options for each 
of the Safari Tent sizes 
in both family & luxury 

couple styles.

Layout sample shown in Safari 35 Family

GlamXperience 
outfitting includes 
innovative and cost 
effective Sundaya 
Solar Energy kits that 
will provide your 
project with all the 
lighting, device 
charging and fans 
cooling needs.



Return on Investment

Safari Tent 25 with furnishings (av.) $47,000

Reasonable Price per Night $325

Conservative Occupancy 40%

Return on Investment (ROI) 1st year $47,450

Safari 25
(5m x 5m)

KEY ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS

QUALITY ENVIRONMENT

EXPERIENCE

Long-lasting quality
Materials & furnishings

Direct views & access to
stunning scenery onsite

Villa level comfort with the excitement of camping in nature

Over the years, we have seen a steady 
increase in demand for quality glamping 
style eco-tourism. 

Conscious travellers seek, fresh air, 
immersion in natural scenery, and hope 
for a light footprint holiday. They also 
expect good comfort and convenience, so 
they can truly relax. That’s where 
high-quality glamping systems come in.

Our target customers are willing to pay 
well for these experiences. Depending on 
the size of tent, level of luxury, quality of 
the natural surroundings and total 
experience you choose to offer, the retail 
price range for glamping holidays can 
range from $100 - $800 per night.

Your ROI
The ROI on GlamXperience Indonesia’s long-lasting tents is phenomenal. 
Total ROI within one year is very feasible, and with the quick installation time 
you can start enjoying your ROI very quickly.

Safari Tent 35 with furnishings (av.) $55,000

Reasonable Price per Night $400

Conservative Occupancy 40%

Return on Investment (ROI) 1st year $58,400

Safari 35
(5m x 7m)

Safari Tent 45 with furnishings (av.) $62,000

Reasonable Price per Night $450

Conservative Occupancy 40%

Return on Investment (ROI) 1st year $65,700

Safari 45
(5m x 9m)



The footings of our decks are designed to elevate 
the the tent structure above the ground for minimal 
impact on ecological areas.

All of the wooden poles and decking material used 
in our tents are FSC wood, which ensures you that 
the raw materials are sourced from 
responsibly-managed forests.

Each of our tents is offered with an optional 
off-grid, plug & play solar energy kit that supplies 
your project with a complete solution for stunning 
fixed and portable lighting, solar fans, and USB 
device charging.

Awesome Eco-Friendly Features

GlamXperience Indonesia products help you to ensure that you are protecting the environment 
and reducing potential impacts on our earth’s precious resources. Our long-lasting quality tents 
offer you a sustainable solutions for your project and livelihood.

With GlamXperience Indonesia tents you can be assured of green-design solutions including:



PASSION, PLANET, PEOPLE & PROFIT

Over the past 20-years, building some of the world top glamping sites, we have 
learned a lot about what makes a glamping business flourish. We are excited to 

share this with you so you can establish a great glamping venture.

Who starts a successful glamping businesses?

People with a passion for nature that are looking to invest in a business that not only 
is easy to establish and provides a very sound investment with a great margin, but 

also has a very light environmental-footprint.

Glamping is an exciting opportunity for those that own, or even simply lease, land 
that has beautiful natural features, such as coastal areas, small islands, mountain 

areas, and farms. Also established restaurants, homestays, villas, spas and 
eco-resort that are looking to expand on their existing assets.

With support from our expert team you can easily transform your property into an 
eco-glamping site, maximize the value of your land, and increase the profit 

generated by you and your team in a truly sustainable manner.

CREATING YOUR OWN GLAMPING PROJECT



www.AlamLiving.com • info@AlamLiving.com

Delivering Amazing Experiences

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE FOR YOUR PROJECT

We look forward to working with you to make 
your glamping site planning come true!

http://www.alamliving.com

